
 

Give yourself the peace of mind that your solar system is taken care of by taking out a yearly service and maintenance 

check with SolarCare – Domestic PV.  

Solartech Installations Ltd offer maintenance services on all types of solar energy systems. We also repair, maintain and 

upgrade systems fitted by 3rd party installers. Solar systems are extremely reliable but like most technologies, they still 

need to be maintained to ensure maximum output efficiency. 

Our annual inspection includes: 

✓ Modules are free from dirt/leaves, bird droppings etc. 

✓ Inspect all mounting framework and fixings for integrity and ensure that the correct mounting system has 

been used and is safely secure. 

✓ No shading issues have occurred since the installation. 

✓ Ventilation space under the array is not obstructed and DC cables are clipped. 

✓ Check that the system is correctly designed if installed by a third party. 

✓ Check the roof integrity. 

✓ Test over current devices are in good operating condition. 

✓ All electrical connections are secure and free from corrosion. 

✓ Enclosures are secure and IP rating is maintained. 

✓ Check earthing system is intact and up to standard. 

✓ Check that the insulation of live parts is undamaged. 

✓ Inspect inverter(s) are operating correctly and that the generation meter and inverter readings tally up with 

the each other.  

At the end of the inspection we will send you the following: 

➢ Full test report of the solar installation. 

➢ Assessment on the performance of your system against official estimates. 

➢ A 48 hr. call out (to ensure your system downtime is kept to a minimum should your system fail for whatever 

reason, to maximise valuable FIT’s payments). 

Solar PV systems that are managed by us can be more efficient than those systems that are not being actively 

managed. Why? Because with our maintenance packages, we are able to proactively identify when solar panel 

maintenance or solar panel repairs are required, using our mini infrared thermal imaging camera. With regular visits 

we will ensure that your system is performing to 100% of its capabilities, ensuring maximum returns from your 

investment. 

The cost of SolarCare –Domestic PV is £100.00 (Plus Vat @ 20% = £20.00) Total £120.00 

If you wish to take out the service of your solar installation then simply complete and sign below and return to us and 

we will be in touch. 

Name: 

Address: 

 

Size of array: 

Signature: 

Solartech Installations Ltd 
228 Manchester Road 
Lostock Gralam 
Northwich 
CWP 7PL 
Tel 01606 42853 
Mob: 07784 970886 
www.solartech-installations.com 
 


